Last-minute changes

Session has been removed
- Session B-08/2. Gaidar Prize for Young Economists 2013 (April 3, 17.00, Room Γ-313)
- Session I-07/1. Searching of new approaches to ensuring of nuclear deterrence and security (April 3, 15:00, Room E-505)

Room has been changed
- Session B-08/2. Gaidar Prize for Young Economists 2013 was moved from the small hall of Cultural Center to the room Γ-313. Time and date have not been changed (April 3, 17.00-18.30)

Date has been changed
- Special session M-12. "Development of public procurement in Russia" was moved from April 4, 17.00, to April 3, 17.00. Room has not been changed (Γ-604)

Paper has been removed
- Session K-12. Power in local communities
  - Podvintsev O. (Perm Branch of Institute of Philosophy and Law, UD RAS) “Political mobilization of regional elites during federal election campaigns of 2011-2012.”
  - Dvornikova T. (RSUH), Ryzhenkov S. (RSUH) “Local Growth and Development Regimes in Today Russia: Back in the USSR?”
- Session K-09. Soft law and political power
  A. Berlinguer (Università degli Studi di Cagliari) “Soft law vs hard law in the EU”
- Session Za-16. Ideas, values, views
  Maksimenkova M. (HSE), Kasamara V. (HSE) “Political Views of Russian and French Parliamentarians: Similarities and Differences”
- Session Q-08. Innovation: Regional Aspect
  Kutsenko E. (HSE) “The pilot innovative regional clusters in Russia: in search of the directions of further development.”
- Session Qa-10. Centres of Excellence Models – Characteristics, Impacts and Challenges
  Krishna V. (Jawaharlal Nehru University) "Centres of Excellence: Indian Experience"
- Session P-10. New management (marketing) metrics and technologies: challenges and opportunities in Russian market
Winer R. (New York University), Yang S. (University of Southern California), Hu M. (Chinese University of Hong Kong) “An Empirical Study of Word-of-Mouth Generation and Consumption”

Paper has been included

- Session Qa-10. Centres of Excellence Models – Characteristics, Impacts and Challenges
  Achterberg J. (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) “Experience of Germany in development and management for centres of excellence.”

Participant has been included to the Round table

- Round table A-07/2. Scenarios for the development of the Russian economy before 2030
  Vedev A. (Gaidar Institute for Economic Policy)

Round table participant has been excluded

- Round table A-07/2. Scenarios for the development of the Russian economy before 2030
  K. Van der Elst (World Economic Forum)

Paper was moved to another session

- Paper Kichko S. (HSE), Kokovin S. (HSE), Zhelobodko E. (HSE) “Variable elasticity of substitution and price of capital in asymmetric trade model” was moved from Session Da-03. Spatial Economics - 1 (2 April, 15.00, room Γ-317) to Session Da-08. Spatial Economics - 4 (3 April, 17.00, room Γ-317)

- Paper F. Di Comite (European Commission), J.-F. Thisse (Université Catholique de Luvain-la-Neuve), H. Vandenbussche (Université Catholique de Luvain-la-Neuve) «Vertical differentiation in export markets» was moved from Session Da-08. Spatial Economics - 4 (April 3, 17.00, room Γ-317) to Da-03. Spatial Economics - 1 (April 2, 15.00, room Γ-317)

Simultaneous interpretation has been added

Session Da-03. Spatial Economics - 1 (April 2, 15.00, room Γ-317)